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Abstract
We present a novel string mechanism for the design of pop-up cards. We apply this mechanism to create three new
pop-up card designs: (1) an asymmetrically folding cube, (2) a rhombicuboctahedron, and (3) a sliceform character,
all of which use string to induce the pop-up. Easily adaptable, our technique can be used in future pop-up card design.
Moreover, the questions we pose in the process may have even broader implications in robotics and engineering.

Introduction

Following a renaissance of pop-ups books in the mid to late 20th century, the designs of pop-up books and
pop-up cards have soared to new heights, with an ever-growing collection of design gadgets and techniques
[1]. Here, we present a pulley-like string mechanism as a new technique for pop-up card design. Previously,
pulleys have been used to raise pop-up structures of plastic bricks [9], and existing pop-up cards make use
of strings to fix edges of sliceforms [12], turn an axle [2], and form a hexahedron at 360◦ [3]. However, we
find our use of string and pulley mechanism an entirely new way to construct 180◦ pop-up cards. We show
our mechanism in two polyhedral card designs: a cube that collapses with respect to a non-planar symmetry
and an Archimedean solid. In the process, we pose an open problem on the existence of symmetric nets
for polyhedra, which relates to the problem of polyhedron unfolding [5, 6]. We also show that our string
mechanism can be applied to sliceform-based cards. To the best of our knowledge, the mechanisms and
designs presented in this paper are novel, and our results may aid in the design of future pop-up cards.

String Mechanism

The key feature in each of our pop-up designs is a pulley-like mechanism, which we call the string mechanism.
This mechanism functions such that when the card is open, the string is taut, and when the card is closed, the
string is loose. That is, we use a string of length 2ℓ + 𝑥, where ℓ is the width of each cover of the card and 𝑥
is the distance from some point 𝑝 on one cover to a point 𝑞 on the edge of that same cover (Figure 1). The
point 𝑞 functions as the fulcrum of the pulley; the string is attached to the pop-up structure, threaded through
the point 𝑝, and attached to the card at a point 𝑞′, which is the point 𝑞 reflected over the crease of the card.
As such, when the card is closed, there exists a length 2ℓ segment of loose string. This guarantees that the
pop-up structure attached at the point 𝑝 gets pulled to its desired position when the card is opened but can
also move freely when the card is collapsed. We show this mechanism is effective for a variety of designs.
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Figure 1: String mechanism applied in our designs.
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An Asymmetrically Folding Cube

We use the string mechanism to create a pop-up card of an asymmetrically folding cube. This design is
inspired by Peter Dahmen’s nested cubes pop-up card, where the cubes fold across the diagonal planar
symmetry [4]; we have not seen any polyhedral pop-up cards that fold with respect to non-planar symmetries.

We first define the fold plane as the plane that slices through the crease line and is perpendicular to the
surface of the card opened to 180◦. In this language, we seek to design a pop-up card of a cube such that
the fold plane of the card is not a planar symmetry of the cube (Figure 2). Observe that for a plane cutting
asymmetrically through the cube, the horizontal cross section is not bilaterally symmetric across the fold
line, the line projection of the fold plane. Hence, we cannot glue more than one edge of the cube’s square
base to the card; moreover, we cannot fix one of the edges that intersect the fold line. We can, however, fix
an additional point on the opposing side of the fold line and still avoid collisions of the paper with itself.
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Figure 2: Configuration of the cube with an asymmetric fold plane and the corresponding cross section.

Thus, we choose to fix line 𝐵𝐶 and vertex 𝐴, and take lines 𝐴𝐷, 𝐹𝐺 and 𝐻𝐸 to always be straight, but
not glued to the card. Additionally, we take the vertical lines 𝐴𝐸 , 𝐵𝐹, 𝐶𝐺, and 𝐷𝐻 to always be straight.
However, then, 𝐴𝐵, 𝐶𝐷, 𝐸𝐹 and 𝐺𝐻 must be crimped to enable the cube to fold flat, and we find a set of
crease patterns to accomplish this (Figure 3). Observe the mirrored pattern between 𝐴𝐵 and 𝐶𝐷, as well
as between 𝐸𝐹 and 𝐺𝐻. This helps the pattern fold more naturally when the card is closed, as the vertical
segments help push down the folds of the crimps and balanced forces enable the card to fold more smoothly.
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Figure 3: Crease patterns to crimp 𝐴𝐵, 𝐶𝐷, 𝐸𝐹 and 𝐺𝐻. Dot-dashed and dashed lines indicate mountain
and valley folds, respectively. Solid lines intersect the fold plane.

With the crimps in Figure 3, the cube folds flat when the card is closed; however, we also require that the
cube maintains its structure when the card is opened. In particular, since line 𝐵𝐶 and vertex 𝐴 are fixed to the
card, it is clear that they will assume their original position in the cube when the card is opened. However,
because vertex 𝐷 is not fixed to the card, and since paper is very soft, when the card is opened, vertex 𝐷
may be found anywhere in the neighborhood of its original position in the cube. Hence, we use the string
mechanism to pull vertex 𝐷 back to its original position in the cube when the card is opened (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Use of string mechanism for the cube. Red (bold) parts are glued to the card.

Using 200 gsm paper, we build a pop-up card of the asymmetrically folding cube (Figures 5, 6). Indeed, we
see the asymmetric fold line (Figure 5a), along with details of the cube (Figures 5b, 5c). While there may
exist other designs that create the same effect, we hypothesize that an asymmetrically folding cube with solid
faces may not be possible, due to the combination of crimps that would be needed on the faces. We also
note that our design is not entirely asymmetric, as the fold plane in our design exhibits rotational symmetry.
Creating pop-up cards of cubes with even more exotic fold planes may be a fun challenge for the future.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Completed pop-up card from (a) a bird’s-eye view, (b) an angle, and (c) partly folded.

Figure 6: A video of this pop-up card in action can be viewed at https://youtu.be/ryQHCLWLZLI.
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An Archimedean Solid

Wenext demonstrate the stringmechanism in a pop-up card of a small rhombicuboctahedron, anArchimedean
solid of equilateral triangles and squares. To enable the rhombicuboctahedron to fold flat when the card is
closed, we decompose the solid into a symmetric net, a net whose left and right sides are mirror images of
each other (Figure 7). By folding the net along its line of symmetry, sealing all cuts through the faces, and
folding along all edges with mountain folds pointed outwards, we form a 3D solid when opposing faces are
pushed together. Moreover, if the line of symmetry only cuts through one polygon, the base, we can attach it
to the card, aligning the line of symmetry with the crease line so the base flattens as the card is opened.
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Figure 7: A symmetric net of the small rhombicuboctahedron. Edges with matching numbers are sealed;
the base and top of the solid are also indicated.

However, since we seek to create a self-erecting pop-up card, a card where the 3D structure rises by simply
opening the card, we cannot push on the sides of the net to induce the solid. Hence, we use the string
mechanism, attaching one end of the string to the top square of the solid and threading it through the center of
the base square and crease of the card (Figure 8). As such, when the card is opened, the top square of the solid
is pulled downwards towards the card, thereby forcing the symmetric net into the 3D rhombicuboctahedron.
When the card is closed, the solid collapses back into the symmetric net, enabled by the loosened string.

Figure 8: String mechanism to induce rhombicuboctahedron upon opening the card. Red (bold) indicates
the base, which is fixed to the card.

Moreover, since the solid is hollow, we add an additional structure inside. In particular, we create a cherry
blossom tree using a sliceform model, attach it to the base of the rhombicuboctahedron, and have both the
solid and the tree fold and rise together. Since the tree must fit within the solid, it is subject to size restrictions.
That is, for a rhombicuboctahedron with side length 𝑠, the size of the tree at its longest and widest points
cannot exceed (1+

√
2)𝑠−Y for some Y > 0 (Figure 9). In practice, Y is non-negligible for aesthetic purposes.
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Figure 9: Size restrictions of the tree for a rhombicuboctahedron with side length 𝑠, with a rough measure of
the 2D tree relative to the symmetric net. Red (bold) indicates the base, which is fixed to the card.

We assemble the sliceform cherry blossom tree from over 200 individual petals (Figure 10). In particular,
the sliceform adheres to the size restrictions set by the rhombicuboctahedron in 2D (Figure 10a) and in 3D
(Figures 10b, 10c). Note that when collapsed, the tree is at a 45◦ angle relative to the base of the solid.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: Sliceform cherry blossom tree (a) in 2D, (b) in 3D, and (c) in the solid.

Finally, we build a pop-up card of the rhombicuboctahedron (Figures 11, 12), with each face of the solid
reinforced with five layers of 200 gsm paper. Upon assembly, we see that the sliceform aligns with the solid
(Figure 11a) and that the structures fold synchronously (Figure 11b). Additionally, we can add a small light
bulb in the solid to turn the card into a lantern (Figure 11c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Completed pop-up card from (a) a bird’s-eye view, (b) partly folded, and (c) as a lantern.
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Figure 12: A video of this pop-up card in action can be viewed at https://youtu.be/SQLPqibB-z0. While the
video shows the opened card being held down, the structure can indeed be freestanding.

Thus, we demonstrate a design for a pop-up card of an Archimedean solid, the small rhombicuboctahedron,
showing the usefulness of our string mechanism in creating polyhedral pop-up cards. Incorporating more
strings, that is, a system of pulleys, in future designs may enable the solid to close more tightly.

Symmetric nets for polyhedra
In theory, it should be possible to create pop-up cards in this same manner for other polyhedra, provided the
solid has a symmetric net and that the line of symmetry cuts through only one face of the solid, which is the face
attached to the card. Under such criteria, we find another symmetric net for the rhombicuboctahedron [7] and
symmetric nets for the deltoidal icositetrahedron [14] and the disdyakis dodecahedron [15]. We hypothesize
that pop-up cards for these solids can be built using these symmetric nets. Accordingly, an open problem
would be to design pop-up cards for other Platonic, Archimedean, and Catalan solids using symmetric nets.
For solids with more than one symmetric net, it may be interesting to compare the effectiveness of each net
for pop-up card design, as the force the string mechanism exerts on the solid when the card is opened will
differ between nets. More fundamentally, to the best of our knowledge, it remains to be shown whether every
Archimedean and Catalan solid has a symmetric net, which is a nice theoretical challenge.

The study of symmetric nets for polyhedra under various criteria is an important research topic—not only
helpful for designing pop-up cards, but also manifesting itself in other engineering applications. In robotics,
foldable polyhedral nets are studied for non-intersectingmotion and for the design of self-assembling systems.
Previous studies cite the compactness of nets as a key indicator for maximizing the yield of surface-tension
driven self-folding polyhedra [11]. To these ends, we hypothesize that the symmetry of nets could also
influence yield and might be an interesting design criterion to investigate further.

A Sliceform Example

Finally, we show our string mechanism also applies to sliceform-based pop-up cards. A sliceform consists
of a series of intersecting slices, which create a movable lattice; the slices act as hinges, thereby enabling the
pop-up to rise and collapse [10, 13]. Here, we create an original sliceform model of the main character from
the 1988 filmMy Neighbor Totoro (Figures 13, 14). We orient the sliceform such that the grid formed by the
slices is 45◦ relative to the crease of the card. With one outer corner of the sliceform on the crease line, we
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glue one outer edge to the card and attach the vertex on the opposing side to the loose end of the string. As
such, when the card is opened, the corner is pulled to its desired position; when the card is closed, the corner
moves freely, thereby collapsing the sliceform. Indeed, we see the grid of the sliceform (Figure 13a), the
attached edge (Figure 13b), and the collapsed sliceform (Figure 13c). Thus, our string mechanism can also
be applied in the design of sliceform-based pop-up cards.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13: Completed pop-up card from (a) a bird’s-eye view, (b) an angle, and (c) partly folded.

Figure 14: A video of this pop-up card in action can be viewed at https://youtu.be/LVmLLI_S6NE.

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel string mechanism useful for inducing the 3D structure of 180◦ pop-up
cards. Using this technique, we exhibit two new polyhedral pop-up card designs: an asymmetrically folding
cube and a rhombicuboctahedron. Additionally, we create an original sliceform pop-up card to show our
mechanism can be used in tandem with other, more widespread, design techniques. In all the designs, the
string mechanism enables the pop-up element to form a rigid structure when the card is opened, while still
allowing the card to fold flat when closed. There does exist pop-up cards that use elastics in a similar manner
[8]. However, in this case, the elastic is stretched when the card is folded, and hence, the card requires
external intervention, such as an envelope, to stay folded. In contrast, the string mechanism we present is
stable when the card is both opened and closed.
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We also address symmetric nets for polyhedra. Indeed, we conjecture on other possible pop-up card
designs for polyhedra, having found symmetric nets for other solids. Additionally, we discuss open problems
relating to symmetric nets, extending beyond the scope of pop-up cards and into the realm of robotics and
engineering. Overall, the ideas we present in this paper may aid in the design of more sophisticated and
magical pop-up cards, as well as spark new avenues of research relating to polyhedra and its complexities.
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